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Abstract: WHO was informed on 31 December 2019 of cases of unknown cause pneumonia in Wuhan City, China. On 7 January 2020 Chinese authorities reported a novel coronavirus as the cause and was temporarily labeled "2019-nCoV." Coronaviruses (CoV) are a wide family of viruses which cause diseases ranging from common cold to more serious illnesses. A novel coronavirus (nCoV) is a new strain not previously found in humans. Countries around the globe have stepped up their surveillance to quickly detect any new 2019-nCoV cases. Blockchain is developing into a safe and efficient network for secure data sharing in applications such as the financial industry, operations management, food industry, energy market, the Internet of Things and healthcare. In this paper, we are using blockchain technology as a mean to share authentic data, tracking of relevant information and help speed up the treatment process. At the same time it will preserve person’s identity. Timely deployment and suitable implementation of the proposed model have the opportunity to curb COVID-19 transmissions and associated mortality, especially in environments with inadequate access to testing facilities. This work will also facilitate in the treatment of other infectious diseases. Smart contract have been designed and implemented using the ethereum blockchain platform which has been presented in this paper. This work would facilitate multiple stakeholders who are involved within the medical system to curb the transmission of this disease.
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1. Introduction

The COVID-19 coronavirus is currently affecting 208 countries and regions worldwide, as well as 2 international ships [1]. To determine the extent of the risk posed by this novel coronavirus, there are three criteria to be understood: Transmission rate (Ro) — number of newly infected individuals from a single case, Case Mortality rate (CMR) — frequency of death cases and assessment whether asymptomatic transmitting is possible. A virus ‘attack rate or transmissibility (how quickly the disease spreads) is indicated by its reproduction number (Ro, pronounced as R-nought or r-zero), which indicates the actual number of people to whom the virus can be transmitted by a single infected individual. WHO predicts (on Jan. 23) that Ro would be between 1.4 and 2.5. Other research measured Ro to be somewhere between 3.6 and 4.0, and 2.24 to Ro had estimated the preliminary studies to be between 1.5 and 3.5. An epidemic with a reproduction number below 1 slowly vanishes. For contrast, the Ro is 1.3 for common flu and 2.0 for SARS [2].

2. COVID-19 and Blockchain Technology

Blockchain technology has recently emerged as a key technology in the healthcare sector’s digital transformation and many research studies [3]–[8], [9]–[15] have identified potential for blockchain to the healthcare ecosystem. The manner in which mainstream medical systems and companies have been engaged in the healthcare sector over the last few decades is ready to transform.
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) and blockchain are key technologies that allow healthcare institutions to be decentralized and digitized, and provide patients as well as service providers with modern and digitized healthcare ecosystems [16], [17], [26]–[31], [18]–[25]. Blockchain data management systems build services for patients, physicians, and healthcare institutes in the fields of patient record access and monitoring, claims and payment processing, medical IoT protection management, and clinical data verification and financial audit exchange, and transparency. Real-time updates to an encrypted, anonymous blockchain database are done in these applications to understand, track, and manage medical information. It also enables restricting the unauthorized person's access to confidential information by health care organizations.

Management of healthcare during this COVID-19 crisis and in general includes several processes such as financial management, personnel, patients, legal problems, logistics, inventory, etc [32]. Medical workflows include routine activities related to the treatment of patients, which can be depicted as a sequence of conditional acts. These are designed to provide stronger internal controls, improve quality, compliance, profitability, and reduce risk, work cycles and overhead in hospitals and other providers of health care. In this paper, we have introduced ethereum based solution to prevent transmission of COVID-19. This also concerns personal data protection, the processing of confidential information, the removal of third parties, identity management. Unlike centralized networks, the functionality of the network continues even though single nodes break down. It improves confidence, because individuals do not assess the trustworthiness of the intermediary or other network participants. When people develop trust within the program itself, it is enough. The lack of intermediaries also facilitates the data protection [33]. As in the existing practice of third parties gathering personal data, there is the risk of security breaches. By using the blockchain third parties can become redundant, effectively increasing user security. Through using the blockchain, third parties can become redundant, effectively increasing user security. At the same time it can preserve person’s identity. On 30 Jan 2020, the World Health Organization declared the outbreak of coronavirus a global emergency for public health [34].

This paper aims to suggest the possible usage of blockchain in the treatment of COVID-19. Prompt deployment and proper implementation of the proposed model would have the potential to curb COVID-19 transmissions and related mortality, especially in environments with insufficient access to test facilities. The ethereum blockchain technology introduced in this paper has been used to develop and execute smart contracts. This research will promote many actors interested in curbing the spread of this disease within the medical system.

3. System design and implementation

The implementation of the platform would be a decentralized application (DApp) supporting a private blockchain network with a distributed file system (DFS) at the back end. Ethereum was used to introduce smart contract framework for healthcare blockchain. This is an open source platform and currently one of the biggest public blockchain networks with an established community and a large collection of public DApps. The platform currently uses a consensus proof-of-work (PoW) algorithm called Ethash, but engineers are working to turn it into a proof-of-stake (PoS) scalability algorithm in the immediate future. Ideally, for the design of distributed applications, a Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) or Functional Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) consensus algorithm is suited. The DApp will have the potential to detect irregularities, unauthorized data insertions and missing entities by matching DFS content with ledger registers. Each phase is labelled with an Audit Timeline. The essential elements of the smart contracts are functions, events, state variables, and modifiers and are written in the solidity programming language. To pay the transaction fee, Remix and Kovan test network is used to deploy smart contracts on the testnet and testnet ethers. Three stages are involved in the development of smart contracts, which use Solidity programming to write, compile, and announce. The bytecode is created by the real time compiler Solidity. Ethereum Wallet has been used.
to disclose smart Blockchain contracts. Since smart contract programming began with Ethereum and Solidity, it is still a discipline under growth. Ethereum uses a particular elliptic curve and set of mathematical constants as defined by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standard called secp256k1. Elliptic curve cryptography, or ECC, is a strong technique to cryptography from a very well-known RSA, and an evolutionary method. By using the mathematics behind elliptic curves to establish privacy between key pairs is a technique used for public key encryption. Throughout the past few years, ECC has steadily increased in popularity because of its potential to provide the same level of protection as RSA with a much lower key size. The following function describes the secp256k1 curve, which generates an elliptic curve:

$$p_2 = (q_3 + 7) \text{ over } (Fx)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. (1)}

$$p_2 \mod p = (q_3 + 7) \mod x$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. (2)}

The mod p (prime number p modulo) shows that this curve reaches a finite prime order p field, also written as Fx, where $$x = 2^{256} - 2^{232} - 2^{224} - 2^{208} - 2^{192} - 2^{128} - 2^6 - 2^4 - 1$$, that's a very large number. Because this curve is defined over a finite prime order field rather than over the real numbers, it looks like a two-dimensional pattern of dots, making it difficult to imagine. Choosing a group 'P' with a very large group cardinality or number, connoted by # Q and a large 'r' is important, certainly in a cryptographic sense. When operating in the spatial plane, on any smooth cubic curve, we can define a group structure. In the normal form of Weierstrass, such a curve will have an additional point at infinity, O, at the homogeneous coordinates that function as the group's identity.

Since the curve is symmetrical about the x-axis, we can take −X to be the opposite point, provided any point X. We're considering −O to be O.

If X and Y are two points on the curve, then in the following way we can describe uniquely a third point, X + Y First, draw the line between X and Y. At a third point, Z, this will normally intersect the cubic. So we take X + Y as −Z, the opposite value to Z as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
This definition for addition works except for multiplicity of infinity and intersection in a few special cases related to the point. The first point is when O is one of the points. Here we define the group’s identity as \( X + O = X = O + X \). First, we define \( X + Y = O \) if \( X \) and \( Y \) are opposite to each other. Ultimately, if we have only one point in \( X = Y \), we cannot describe the distance between them. In this case, at this point we are using the tangent line to the curve as our line. The tangent intersects a second point \( Z \) in most situations and we can take the opposite.

We can still describe a group structure for a cubic curve that is not normal in Weierstrass by designating one of its nine inflection points as identity \( O \). In the projective plane, when accounting for multiplicity, the line can intersect a cubic at three points. \( -X \) is defined as the unique third point on the line that passes through \( O \) and \( X \) for a point \( X \). Therefore, \( X + Z \) is defined as \( -R \) for any \( X \) and \( Y \), where \( Z \) is the unique third point on the \( X \) and \( Y \) column.
Let \( L \) be a field that determines the curve (i.e. the coefficients of the defining equation or curve equations are in \( L \)) and denote the curve by \( M \). So \( M \)'s \( L \)-rational points are the points on \( M \), the coordinates of which are all in \( L \), including the infinity point \( M(L) \) denotes the set of \( L \)-rational points. It also forms a group, since polynomial equation properties show that if \( X \) is in \( M(L) \), then \(-X\) is also in \( M(L) \), and if two of \( X, Y, \) and \( Z \) are in \( M(L) \), then the third is the same. Therefore, if \( L \) is a \( K \) subfield, then \( M(L) \) is an \( M(K) \) subgroup. Graph of curves are illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

The smart contract is translated into machine-level byte code where each byte defines each process, and then added as an EVM-1 transaction to the blockchain. A miner picks it up, and confirms Block-1. When a user sends the query through the web interface, the EVM-2 queries and embeds the web-based data into Transaction tx and deploys it to the blockchain. In Block-2 the transaction tx status is changed. When node 3 decides to test the states that are stored in the contract, then it must synchronize the changes up to at least Block -2 to see the changes that transaction made.
4. Blockchain Based Smart Contract system to curb the transmission of COVID-19

A smart contract, based on blockchain technology, may be built and would have all the conditions from handling various permissions to accessing data as seen in Figure 5 and it can be seen that a variety of stakeholders are participating in this scheme performing different activities. It would help to create stronger physician-patient experiences. The rules regulating data authorisation are integrated into smart contracts. It can also help monitor all actions from their origin to their surrender, with unique Id. Alongside all the roles and procedures, a smart contract with various interactions has been developed and clarified well integrated in the smart contracts. Figure 5 shows the function of smart contracts with Ethereum, where for simplification the mining process is left out. There will be no need for a centralized body to oversee and authorize the process as it can be handled directly via the smart contract that greatly reduces the management process administration costs.

The computer transactions are registered with private key (patient or physician) of the owner. The system's block content reflects data ownership and access permissions exchanged by members of a private peer-to-peer network. Blockchain technology supports the use of smart contracts which allow us to automate and monitor certain state transitions (such as a change of access rights or the rise of a new process record). We record patient-doctor relationships on an Ethereum blockchain through smart contracts which combine a medical record with viewing rights and data retrieval directions (effectively data pointers) for external server operation to ensure against manipulation, we include a cryptographic hash of the record on the blockchain to ensure data security. This network will be connected to the local and international databases to ensure adequate monitoring and containment of the infection.

![Figure 5. System Design and workflow with smart contract controlled access for COVID-19.](image)

Health researchers need extensive data sets to advance disease awareness, speed up scientific discovery, rapidly monitor drug creation and design patient treatment strategies based on biology, lifecycle and environment. Through having patients of diverse ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds and from various geographic regions, Blockchain's shared data network will include a
large variety of data set. It provides ideal knowledge for longitudinal studies because blockchain gathers data about a person’s health over a lifetime.

A health care blockchain can expand health data processing to include data from groups of individuals presently under-served or not traditionally engaged in science. Blockchain's open data ecosystem makes it easier for 'hard-to-reach' audiences to be involved, and more insightful for the general public to deliver results.

The will also facilitate the overcoming of administrative inefficiencies among patients, doctors and the healthcare organization. This system will assist in the rehabilitation, review and management of complex data and practices in the healthcare sector. The key objective is to share the information through smart blockchain contracts by enabling hospitals, physicians, emergency clinics and various partners to effectively access and exchange the therapeutic information of a patient amongst different stakeholders.

5. Discussion

WHO Director-General Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus indicated: "About 3.4 percent of confirmed cases of COVID-19 have died globally. Seasonal flu, by contrast, typically kills much fewer than 1 per cent of those infected [34]. Originally, in a press conference on Wednesday, January 29 and again on February 10, the World Health Organization (WHO) listed 2 per cent as a mortality rate prediction. However, WHO stated on January 29 that this was a very early and preliminary estimation which may have changed. Surveillance has been rising, not just within China but also internationally, but it was said at the time: We do not even know exactly how many people have been infected ("When you think of how many people have died, you have to think at how many people have been infected and we don't know the amount right now. So it's early to write a figure on it.” The only number actually known is how many of those who were registered to the WHO have died. According to the World Health Organisation, it is still very early to make any definitive claims about the overall mortality rate for the novel coronavirus.

Our proposed framework uses blockchain technology to build an iterative, scalable, stable, open and decentralized health-care ecosystem. This will encourage patients to openly and safely share their medical records with doctors, hospitals, research organizations and other stakeholders—while retaining full control over the privacy of their medical data. It would fix many of the challenges of the existing healthcare system, including data siloing, incongruity with the legacy network, unstructured data processing difficulties, prohibitively high operating costs, lack of data protection and unaddressed privacy concerns. Our proposed blockchain-based approach may be modified to use other infectious diseases which could be intensified by the latest COVID-19 epidemic, in community-based case finding.

6. Conclusion

Through blockchain technology, our smart contract-based healthcare management program has shown how the concepts of decentralization can be applied to large-scale data processing in medical environments and to streamline complex medical procedures. We demonstrate a revolutionary approach to the handling of medical records, offering auditability, interoperability and transparency through smart contracts. Built to document accessibility and granularity, this program enables the exchange of patient data and opportunities for medical researchers to support the system. From a medical perspective we have introduced a data management and sharing system focused on the requirements. It is possible to ensure the use of blockchain technology, privacy, protection, availability and a fine-grained control of patient data access. The ultimate goal of using blockchain as explained in this paper is to strengthen the processes of healthcare and thus patient outcomes to combat the infection (COVID-19). Blockchain can aid in many ways; minimizing transaction costs by using smart contracts that are embedded protocols for general purposes to simplify processes, eliminate administrative burdens and remove intermediaries.
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